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Chapter 1121 Humans vs Beasts 

Only eight of the original ten forces remained. The Shadow Tower and the Quicksand Tower had already 

been annihilated, but the Odin Royal Family selectively forgot about them. 

The Shadow Tower’s reputation wasn’t very good, and they didn’t have a good relationship with others. 

Although the Quicksand Tower was powerful, they had completely disappeared, down to the last mage. 

Moreover, the Quicksand Tower’s mages were never very sociable. No one would speak up for them 

apart from the Odin Royal Family. But with the huge temptation in front of them, the Odin Royal Family 

wouldn’t care about the Quicksand Tower’s matter. 

The eight forces amounting to a couple hundred people majestically moved towards the array. 

Apparently feeling the human alliance approaching, that Dark Night Phoenix resting in the depression 

suddenly raised its head. Its eyes were burning with dark blue flames as it coldly glared at the human 

alliance before closing them, not caring about them. 

The 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix was disdainful of the human army. It simply didn’t care about 

them. But those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts lying on the ground stood up one by one. 

Oppressive and angry roars echoed as the huge Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts looked at the human 

army, their berserk auras continuously rising. 

The huge and chaotic auras spread out and fused to form huge gales, making the elements within 

several kilometers become violent. 

The chaotic aura transformed into a very thick plume of smoke charging into the sky. The clouds in the 

sky were instantly torn to shreds and dissipated. The space at the edge of the Raging Flame Battlefield 

shook from the burst of aura. 

Dedale was leading the Burning Tower’s mages from the front. He had summoned his orange flames, 

which were used by the Burning Tower’s mages to release powerful spells. 

The berserk flames transformed into a powerful flood that ruthlessly charged into the Pseudo Heaven 

Rank Magic Beasts at the forefront. Six huge armored beasts were blocking at the forefront and resisted 

the Burning Tower’s attacks by relying on their powerful bodies. 

At that time, people from the other forces also sent their own people to join the fight. In an instant, the 

flood of spells was like torrential rain that fell onto those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and 

pressured them. 

The beasts suffered injuries after a few seconds. One of the armored beasts had an eye that got 

corroded and was bursting open. 

But those few seconds of advantage were instantly reversed as the six 1st Rank Heaven Beasts rushed 

out from the rear. 



Two Flame Wolves with hundred-meter-long bodies bared their fangs as they charged over. Their 

bloody maws suddenly opened, and liquid-like burning flames spurted out. An explosion echoed, akin to 

a mountain bursting open, as it clashed with the mages’ spells. 

At the point of impact, the air distorted due to the heat and the space fiercely fluctuated, on the verge 

of shattering. 

Behind the two Flame Wolves, a hundred-meter-tall Frost Ape roared and rushed out, knocking away 

several Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts along its path. Its ice-covered fist shook the Burning Tower’s 

fire spells and forcibly extinguished them one by one. 

There was also a Moonlight Deer, an Earth Rhinoceros, and a Lightning Fanged Tiger. 

The appearance of the six 1st Rank Heaven Beasts pressured the human alliance. 

The Moonlight Deer cast Moonlight Walls for defensive purposes. The Earth Rhinoceros’ body emitted 

earth runes as it frantically rushed to the forefront. 

Lightning was flickering on the horn of the Lightning Fanged Tiger, and brilliant light covering the entire 

sky was spurting out of its horn. 

In an instant, the human side’s attack had been completely resisted, and the beasts were 

counterattacking. 

Dedale, who was charging at the forefront, had an unsightly expression. The pressure from those six 

Heaven Beasts was even greater than that of a few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

“We have to get rid of these Heaven Beasts first or we won’t be able to continue!” Dedale loudly roared 

before charging towards that mountain-like Frost Ape. 

Fire and ice instantly started colliding. The three fire spheres hovering around Dedale kept releasing 

three kinds of flames, which surrounded the Frost Ape. 

On the side, Raphael went for one of the Flame Wolves while Harren went for the other one. Jouyi 

clashed with the Earth Rhinoceros, and Morgan faced the Moonlight Deer. Only the Lightning Fanged 

Tiger remained and became Lin Yun’s opponent. 

A battle between Heaven Rank powerhouses would greatly affect the surroundings. The six 1st Rank 

Heaven Beasts clashed against six human powerhouses, and their battlefield spread over a few 

kilometers. 

The Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were given to the subordinates of various forces. 

At the start of the chaotic battle, Dedale kept releasing flames to weaken the Frost Ape. Raphael roused 

his fortress to cast spells while setting up arrays. 

Harren’s battlefield turned into a shadowy area that engulfed the Flame Wolf, and fierce mana 

fluctuations spread out from inside that area. The battle was very fierce. 



Jouyi was fighting the Earth Rhinoceros, the one with the strongest defenses. Starlight flickered all 

around him, and looking from the outside, the space there had already distorted. As those stars 

revolved, the Earth Rhinoceros also started revolving. 

The combination of the Starry Sky Mirage and the Starry Sky Reflection was enough to trap this Earth 

Rhinoceros; it couldn’t break free of that power. But Jouyi’s spells could hardly injure the Earth 

Rhinoceros. That skin covered in earth runes had extremely terrifying defenses. Spells at the 7th Tier or 

below could only leave very minor marks. 

As for Morgan’s fight, he had the greatest advantage. He released his Darkness Elemental God and it 

simply paid no attention to the other magic beasts, directly rushing towards the Moonlight Deer. 

The Moonlight Deer was emitting an aura of light, which almost made the Darkness Elemental God go 

berserk. Wisps of darkness revolved around the Moonlight Deer, continuously flickering. Darkness and 

light kept clashing and creating loud explosions. The mana fluctuations created visible ripples that 

spread in every direction. 

The fight with the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts was also well underway. They were barely able to 

keep pressuring the other side into being unable to charge. 

Lin Yun saw the circumstances on the battlefield and frowned. He wasn’t feeling very optimistic. 

If it had only been Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, four Heaven Mages and two Archmages able to 

display the power of Heaven Mages definitely would have been able to slowly kill them all. 

But now, the Dark Night Phoenix had helped six Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts advance to the 

Heaven Rank. It wasn’t as simple as having an increase in power. 

Heaven Beasts awakened their wisdom. Even if their power hadn’t changed, the way they displayed 

their power would make them twice as efficient, not to mention the double or triple increase in power... 

Most importantly, the Dark Night Phoenix was still resting with its head hidden behind its wings, 

completely not caring about what was happening. 

“Boom...” 

A thick bolt of lightning exploded on Lin Yun’s Law Runic Shield, stirring him from his thoughts. 

The Lightning Fanged Tiger in front of him had its back arched, and lightning was flickering on its horn. 

Glaring lightning kept flying out, forming a river that flooded Lin Yun. 

Other lightning bolts transformed into long whips that ruthlessly lashed at Lin Yun’s Law Runic Shield. 

Numerous Law Runes were roused and flickering. 

Lin Yun frowned as he looked at the disinterested Dark Night Phoenix. His Draconic Staff dimmed, and 

the runes he spat out transformed into shields that kept layering over one another. 

Hardly caring about the Lightning Fanged Tiger’s attacks, Lin Yun kept floating in the air, motionless. The 

Lightning Fanged Tiger showed a mocking smile and released a large number of lightning spells to 

pressure Lin Yun while slowly approaching. It stretched its huge sharp claws, seemingly wanting to tear 

Lin Yun apart. 



As it had awakened its wisdom, the Lightning Fanged Tiger became extremely cautious. It had 

completely pressured the other side, but it was still approaching slowly. 

As time passed, the several dozen meters around Lin Yun thoroughly transformed into a sea of lightning. 

Lightning bolts kept lashing at Lin Yun from every direction. The shields covering his Law Runic Shield 

slowly decreased in number, and a small half of his Law Runes had collapsed. They would only display 

their effect again after being recondensed from regular runes. 

In the distance, Raphael, Morgan, Jouyi, and Harren were worriedly looking at the sea of lightning, but 

they had their hands full at the moment. 

Morgan gritted his teeth and glared at the Moonlight Deer. The Moonlight Deer’s attack power was 

pretty low, but its defenses were extremely powerful. And its healing spells were the most disgusting 

part. 

Not only could it heal itself, but it could also heal the other magic beasts. The six Heaven Beasts were all 

in perfect condition. 

Only one of the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts had been killed, and that was because the Moonlight 

Deer had been unable to save it in time. 

The Darkness Elemental God was emitting smoke. A pure Darkness Elemental God like itself was very 

sensitive to light. Even light healing spells could injure it. 

This made the Darkness Elemental God even more berserk, and it used its sharp claws to tear through 

the Moonlight Deer’s defenses. 

But it was consuming too much power, and Morgan could only focus his energy on the Darkness 

Elemental God. He cast all kinds of support spells like Touch of Darkness on the Darkness Elemental 

God’s body and kept supplying it with darkness from the Demiplane to heal its injuries. 

After casting another Touch of Darkness to let the Darkness Elemental God recover the smoke it had 

lost, Morgan’s expression became even more depressed. 

‘Damnit, how could that Moonlight Deer be so troublesome? That guy doesn’t attack at all, it only uses 

shields and healing spells. If I don’t get rid of that Moonlight Deer, these Heaven Beasts will never die! 

‘Sir Merlin is in danger... The Lightning Fanged Tiger is the strongest and fiercest of these six beasts. 

‘If this continues, Sir Merlin will definitely die in the sea of lightning...’ 

Morgan was enraged, but he couldn’t go over. He took a quick glance at the others. Dedale’s battle was 

the fiercest. He was entangled with that ice-covered Frost Ape and simply couldn’t break away. 

Raphael had already set up his arrays and was now controlling them to slowly grind at the magic beast 

trapped inside. 
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But if Raphael lost control of this kind of array, the trapped magic beast would definitely escape. 



Jouyi was controlling the Starry Sky Reflection and Starry Sky Mirage in a similar fashion and had trapped 

the Earth Rhinoceros within. 

If the enraged Earth Rhinoceros escaped now, it would definitely be more troublesome than two 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. After such a long time, the Earth Rhinoceros’ body hadn’t suffered many 

scars, and its berserk power could only be slowly ground away little by little. 

On another side, the battle within Harren’s Curtain of Darkness was close to the critical juncture. 

Escaping wasn’t an option. 

He threw another glance at the fighting between the alliance and the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts, and it was incomparably fierce. But these people didn’t have the power to meddle in a fight 

between Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

After looking around, Morgan didn’t find anyone that could be of help to Lin Yun. He burned with rage, 

but he couldn’t think of anything. 

Dedale frowned as Lin Yun was trapped in the sea of lightning by the Lightning Fanged Tiger. Even when 

he was a few dozen meters away from the Lightning Fanged Tiger, hesitation appeared on Dedale’s face. 

‘Mafa Merlin is facing the strongest beast, but I hadn’t expected him to be defeated so soon... 

‘Unfortunately, I can’t save him. It’s not that I don’t want to save him, I just can’t break away from that 

stupid Frost Ape. 

‘But it’s good if he dies... Mafa Merlin is really too troublesome. The Golden Transformation Potion 

definitely can’t fall into the hands of the Andlusa Kingdom. 

‘If he leaves this place alive, the number of Heaven Rank powerhouses within the Andlusa Kingdom 

might completely surpass our Odin Kingdom within a few decades. 

‘If he died here, while I might lose the opportunity to advance to the Heaven Rank now, it wouldn’t be a 

bad thing in the long term. 

‘Unfortunately, I really can’t help. Mafa Merlin, I hope you’ll be lucky...’ 

A series of thoughts flashed in Dedale’s mind, and he immediately started focusing on handling that 

Frost Ape. 

The Lightning Fanged Tiger had already reached the edge of the sea of lightning, but seeing that there 

was no movement coming from within, it sneered as it slashed down with its claws. 

Behind the Law Runic Shield, Lin Yun suddenly opened his eyes and countless runes flashed through his 

irises. He spat out two Law Runes, seemingly with some difficulty. 

Looking at them carefully, these two Law Runes were formed from several dozen Law Runes. These two 

unstable runes were formed based on the construction method of Law Runes. 

It took no less than thirty seconds to form one of these two Law Runes, and they burst like a volcanic 

eruption just as they appeared. 



The power of gales seemed to have been plundered away, and the surrounding lightning completely 

transformed into basic elemental power. 

The powerful wind elements almost condensed into a liquid, while the lightning bolts within several 

dozen meters collapsed and were scattered back into the most basic wind elements before being 

devoured by these two runes. 

At that moment, Lin Yun raised his Draconic Staff, and a long, pitch-black Wind Blade condensed. 

Space was forcibly sliced open as that Wind Blade appeared, leaving behind a spatial tear that wouldn’t 

be able to heal for a while. A berserk spatial storm erupted from this spatial tear, but it was instantly 

sliced to pieces by the Wind Blade. 

The sudden changes frightened the Fanged Lightning Tiger, but the Wind Blade was already shooting 

forward like an arrow. 

It was like a knife cutting through butter... The Lightning Fanged Tiger stretched out its claws and swiped 

twice, but the Wind Blade sliced through its head and then continued onward. 

A roar echoed as the mountain-like Lightning Fanged Tiger fell to the ground, its head cut in half. The 

Moonlight Deer’s healing ability had no effect. 

On the other side, the Darkness Elemental God suddenly roared in alarm, and its black smoke burst out 

as it instantly disappeared. 

Just as the Darkness Elemental God disappeared, a pitch-black Wind Blade appeared in front of the 

Moonlight Deer. 

Right when the Wind Blade came into contact with the Moonlight Deer’s shield, the pitch-black crack 

suddenly expanded. The shield that the Darkness Elemental God had been attacking for so long without 

being able to make more than a small crack on its surface was now forcibly torn to shreds like a piece of 

paper. 

The Moonlight Deer’s shield actually wasn’t very powerful. The Darkness Elemental God’s claws could 

casually tear through it, but it could only claw a small crack. However, the Moonlight Deer’s Light Shield 

had the strongest recovery ability. 

It could fully recover from a small crack in a second. This was the most loathsome thing. 

But now, a dozen-meter-long crack appeared, and the Light Shield simply couldn’t repair it. Just like an 

afterimage, the Wind Blade flashed through and cut the Moonlight Deer’s antlers. 

The dozen Energy Spheres hanging from its antlers simultaneously exploded, and terrifying light power 

wrapped around the Moonlight Deer. In that split second, the Moonlight Deer’s body transformed into a 

ray of light. 

The black Wind Blade and the ray of light collided, leaving a black crack in the ray of light. 

In an instant, the Wind Blade passed through it, and the Moonlight Deer regained its original 

appearance. Human-like fear could be seen on its face as it turned into a light golden ray of light that 

slowly dissipated. 



The sudden development startled humans and magic beasts alike. He had killed two Heaven Beasts in 

one blow! 

In the distance, exhaustion could be seen in Lin Yun’s eyes. He ignored everyone’s shock and quickly 

reminded them, “Be careful, that Dark Night Phoenix is about to awaken...” 

Lin Yun had been watching the Heaven Moonlight Deer since the start of the fight. He knew how 

troublesome Moonlight Deer were. With one of them here, let alone killing a Heaven Beast, even killing 

more than a few Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts would be very difficult. 

The Moonlight Deer’s fighting strength was very poor in itself. It was still the weakest even after 

reaching the Heaven Rank. It was definitely a punching bag. 

But its defensive and healing abilities could absolutely transform a battlefield into a nightmare. 

The Energy Spheres hanging down the Moonlight Deer’s antlers would guarantee that its shield 

wouldn’t disappear as long as it wasn’t torn to shreds in one move. 

As for its Light Therapy ability, it would guarantee that other magic beasts couldn’t be eliminated. 

Getting rid of the Moonlight Deer in a direct battle was impossible. Furthermore, the Energy Spheres 

hanging down from the Moonlight Deer’s antlers would keep supporting it during battle. 

If it was near death, that Dark Night Phoenix who disdained to fight with them would definitely 

intervene to save the Moonlight Deer. 

If they wanted to get rid of the magic beasts, they had to get rid of the healer; Lin Yun understood this 

simple reasoning. 

He used the Lightning Fanged Tiger’s sea of lightning to cover his aura and relied on his Law Rune Shield 

to forcibly block the lightning attacks before slowly creating two law runes made of several dozen law 

runes. 

Even if it was just a frame that could only display the power of a single blow, and even if that power was 

very weak, it was enough to instantly kill a 1st Rank Heaven Beast. 

It just so happened that there was a sea of lightning around him. After scattering the sea of lightning, 

the rich wind elements left behind were most suitable for casting a Space Rending Blade. 

The spell was extremely fast and had the strongest tearing power. 

The death of the Lightning Fanged Tiger was accidental; its aim was to behead the Moonlight Deer. The 

most basic Wind Blade was a spell that could be upgraded without limits. Space Rending Blade could 

only tear a thin hole through space, as its front part was a spatial tear with extreme power. 

And as long as it kept being strengthened, the structure would keep becoming more complex. A Wind 

Blade that could tear through time would eventually appear during the peak of Noscent. 

Lin Yun spent almost a minute to cast that spell, so slicing through the Moonlight Deer’s radiant body 

wasn’t surprising. 



After the Lightning Fanged Tiger and the Moonlight Deer’s deaths, Lin Yun reminded everyone of the 

real threat, and the huge wheel shadow behind him spouted a large number of Law Runes. Layers of 

shields of the four elements appeared on top of the Law Runic Shield. 

In less than two seconds, thirty layers of shields were formed... 

While the others didn’t understand what Lin Yun’s reminder meant, the sleeping Dark Night Phoenix 

hiding its head in its wings suddenly opened its eyes. 

In an instant, those several-hundred-meter-long wings flapped over the battlefield and created gales. Air 

was blown away, and the space in the vicinity of the Dark Night Phoenix’s wings seemed to have been 

shattered like glass. 

The battlefield instantly plunged into chaos. Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts firmly dropped down on 

their stomachs, their huge bodies trembling as if they feared that they would be blown away by the 

wind at any moment. 

The spells released by human mages were all blown into the sky by this sudden gust of wind. They were 

nowhere to be seen. 

A dozen mages were sent flying away even with their shields raised. 

Dedale’s flames were all blown away, Raphael’s array instantly collapsed, and Jouyi’s Starry Sky 

Reflection suddenly collapsed and dissipated into rays of light. Even Harren’s Curtain of Darkness was 

like a black cloth being torn into countless fragments. 

After a flap of its wings, the Dark Night Phoenix immediately spewed out a dozen dark blue flames. 

The dark blue flames crossed through space and instantly attacked those thirty shields covering Lin 

Yun’s body. The flames slowly burnt like the most gentle flames. 

But Lin Yun’s defensive shields were like bubbles popping from the heat, shattering one after another. 

In less than a second, a dozen shields had been shattered. Lin Yun kept replenishing the defensive 

shields with a steady expression while Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras and charged towards the 

Dark Night Phoenix’s flames, letting the flames burn his body. 

Then, he opened the Book of Mantras and used himself as a bridge to lead the Dark Night Phoenix’s 

flames into the Book of Mantras’ flame world. 

The huge cluster of the Dark Night Phoenix’s flames slowly turned into a stream and rushed into the 

Book of Mantras. 

Syudos had transformed into a Flame Spirit King, and with his identity as the Incarnation of the Book of 

Mantras, no flame could destroy his body. 

It wasn’t just Lin Yun... Even Syudos had been eyeing the Dark Night Phoenix for a while. The Dark Night 

Phoenix could be said to have the Phoenix Bloodline. Its flames couldn’t compare to Phoenix Fire, but 

they possessed a wisp of Phoenix Fire’s properties. 
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That was the infection property. The flames would never stop burning when they came into contact with 

something, and getting rid of them was impossible. Syudos’ strength would increase quite a bit after 

devouring the Dark Night Phoenix Fire. 

Syudos led the flames into the Book of Mantras to digest the Dark Night Phoenix Fire. If uncontrolled, 

that fireball could even spread to the entire Book of Mantras’ flame world. 

After flapping its wings and spitting out flames at the killer of the Moonlight Deer, the Dark Night 

Phoenix stopped its attacks. Its burning eyes coldly looked at everyone before it folded its wings. 

It no longer made a move, but its aura spread out. The 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura surrounded 

everything within a dozen kilometers. The dense power kept bearing down everything. It was like small 

mountains were bearing down on their backs. 

Facing this kind of large-scale aura pressure, the strength of the four Heaven Mages and Dedale was 

suppressed by 30%, while the strength of those under the Heaven Rank was suppressed by at least 50%. 

Casting became more difficult, their mana consumption increased, the casting time increased, and the 

might of their spells decreased. 

Facing this sudden aura, the remaining four Heaven Beasts and the several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts seemed to have gone crazy. Not only were they unaffected by the pressure, but their eyes 

even became extremely red and they instantly turned berserk. 

The red-eyed Earth Rhinoceros flew into a rage and fiercely charged towards the humans. Behind it, the 

Frost Ape covered in layers of ice fiercely swung its arms. 

The two remaining Flame Wolves had raging flames burning all over their bodies. They were like moving 

flaming mountains pouncing towards the human army. 

The four Heaven Beasts were completely berserk and led several dozen berserk Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts. It was like a flood of creatures was flowing towards the human alliance. 

The earth fiercely shook, and the berserk aura spread like waves. The humans were forced to 

continuously retreat as their strength was pressured by the Dark Night Phoenix and they had yet to 

adapt to it. 

The Earth Rhinoceros ruthlessly trampled on the ground, and waves suddenly seemed to rise up from 

the earth, crashing towards the humans. 

The Frost Ape opened its mouth, and several hundred Frost Spikes fell down like a rain of ice, ruthlessly 

chasing after everyone. 

And two Heaven Rank Flame Wolves opened their bloody maws and spat out two columns of flames. 

Just as they came out, the flames combined to form waves of fire that fell down towards everyone. 

Along with the several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts releasing spells from the back, the sky 

was covered in spells that fell towards everyone. 

The Four Heaven Mages could barely resist and immediately flew out. 



“Retreat! Total retreat!” 

A startled roar echoed as everyone started withdrawing. The six powerhouses with the power of the 

Heaven Rank also started retreating. 

They stopped casting while retreating a few kilometers away. The Dark Night Phoenix’s pressure had 

reduced, and everyone could now adapt to it. 

They had been chased for a few kilometers, and their expressions were terrible. Six Heaven Rank 

powerhouses had been forced to retreat against the attacks of four Heaven Beasts. This was a huge 

disgrace. 

After being chased for a while, the beserk power of the magic beasts had also slightly weakened. At that 

time, the six Heaven Rank powerhouses started their counterattack. 

Dedale had a dark expression. Raging flames were burning in his eyes as he let out a huge roar. His 

Burning Soul magic robe, metal staff, and three flaming spheres all burst out with their peak power. 

The raging flames transformed into a flaming tornado that flowed towards the Frost Ape. The raging, 

flaming impact hit the Frost Ape’s body and immediately evaporated the frost off its skin. The flames 

seemed to be alive as they coiled around the Frost Ape’s body and blocked its attacks. 

Raphael floated in the air and a large number of gales formed with a wave of his hand. Countless cyan 

Wind Blades transformed into whirling tornadoes that tore towards a Flame Wolf. 

Jouyi’s Starry Sky Mirage appeared once again and transformed into a huge starlight world that 

shrouded the surroundings of the Earth Rhinoceros, confusing it and not letting it charge. 

The last Flame Wolf was shrouded in Harren’s Curtain of Darkness. The boundless dark aura kept 

corroding the Flame Wolf’s body. 

As for Morgan, he released his Darkness Elemental God into the pack of several dozen Pseudo Heaven 

Rank Magic Beasts, taking advantage of the situation to crazily massacre them. 

Exhaustion could still be seen in Lin Yun’s eyes. He had just expended a lot of energy to forcibly form 

those Law Runes. That already exceeded the limits of his ability. He calculated that at least seven 

hundred basic runes were used to form these Law Runes. 

And that kind of Law Rune needed Extraordinary Power to form. By relying on the Magic Array, he was 

barely able to forcibly form a prototype. 

At the moment, his mind was still exhausted, and he could only condense Four Element Bombs to 

bombard the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

That pack of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts was immediately sent into chaos under the attacks of 

the Darkness Elemental God and Lin Yun. After the four Heaven Beasts were dragged into their own 

battlefields, these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts couldn’t form a united front. Their strength rapidly 

fell. 

Facing the Darkness Elemental God and Lin Yun’s overbearing attacks, as well as those two hundred 

Archmages, they soon started having casualties. 



Three Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were killed in less than three minutes, and eight of them had 

been seriously injured. 

The Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts slowly started retreating towards the array while Lin Yun and 

Morgan led the Archmages to chase them and harvest their lives. 

By the time the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were within a kilometer of the array, the 2nd Rank 

Heaven Dark Phoenix raised its head and looked at them with anger. It was like someone having a sweet 

dream being continuously awakened. That slender neck was standing tall, and it let out a sharp cry. 

The space in its surroundings instantly shook, and ripples visible to the naked eye kept spreading from it. 

The earth rippled and the rocks in the area seemed to have experienced countless years of decay before 

turning to dust with a loud bang. 

The soundwave shook everything within a kilometer into fragments. When the beasts retreating to the 

array heard that sound, it was like they received a blessing. They simultaneously turned and started 

counterattacking. 

Lin Yun and Morgan led the army to stop at a kilometer’s distance and hide behind a small hill to avoid 

the Dark Night Phoenix’s sound attack. 

The waves swept over and the hill kept shaking. The weathered rocks on the surface of the hills were 

shattered one by one, and layers of earth kept being scraped away. 

After a few seconds, the several-hundred-meter-tall hill had lost five meters from its surface. The mages 

were all hidden behind the hill, supporting their shields with difficulty. 

After that soundwave passed, a lot of sand and dust formed a huge sandstorm that rushed about in the 

distance. 

It affected the fight between the four Heaven Beasts and the four humans. 

Dedale’s flames, Raphael’s Wind Blade tornadoes, Jouyi’s Starry Sky Mirage, and Harren’s Curtain of 

Darkness were shattered one after another by that huge sandstorm. 

After regaining control, the four 1st Rank Heaven beasts instantly changed direction and fled towards 

the array. 

They were back to square one. 

Morgan fiercely stomped his feet. 

“Damn, that Dark Night Phoenix is too disgusting! Against so many Heaven Rank powerhouses, it still 

feels disdain and doesn’t want to make a move, but it keeps causing trouble. 

“Damned b*stard... Either come and fight, or keep watching! Sh*t, it really is a vile magic beast! Beasts 

will stay beasts, after all. It’s even more hateful than those muscle-brained Beastmen...” 

It wasn’t just Morgan... Everyone had dark expressions. The Dark Night Phoenix disdained to fight 

against the human army and only dispatched these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic beasts and six Heaven 

Beasts. 



But whenever the magic beasts suffered losses, the Dark Night Phoenix would start making trouble, 

releasing large-scale cover fire, or spouting Dark Night Phoenix Fire. 

Sometimes it would even release the aura of the 2nd Rank of the Heaven realm to pressure them and 

reduce their strength. 

If they approached the array, the Dark Night Phoenix would keep releasing its aura to cover the around 

the array, pressuring the strength of all humans. 

And whenever one of the four Heaven Beasts seemed to be on the verge of death, the Dark Night 

Phoenix would spout a mouthful of Dark Night Phoenix Fire to save them. 

The six powerhouses able to display the power of the Heaven Rank fought for half an hour, but they 

were unable to get rid of the four buffed Heaven Beasts. 

The greatest gain was that they had been able to kill six Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

The longer the fight lasted, the darker their expressions became. Each time they cooperated to get rid of 

a Heaven Beast, they would be interrupted. This was a terrible feeling. 

After the fight lasted ten more minutes, Dedale had been thinking a lot and prepared an explosive 

surprise for the Frost Ape. He only needed to lure it over and the flames surrounding the Frost Ape 

would explode with enough power to leave it on the verge of death. Without the Moonlight Deer to heal 

it, it could only end up dying from its injuries. 
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Unfortunately, the Dark Night Phoenix opened its mouth and breathed out. The flames filled the entire 

sky and transformed into a flood that devoured the Dark Night Phoenix, leaving no flames behind. 

The continuous high intensity battle exhausted everyone and the mana consumption was very intense. 

At this time, a few shadows hurriedly flew over from the side. After four seconds, Heaven Rank aura 

spread like a tide. 

The unique pressure of Extraordinary Power transformed into a storm that ruthlessly pressured the 

human army. 

The six powerhouses who could display the strength of the Heaven Rank had unsightly expressions as 

their strength was heavily affected. As for the two hundred Archmages, they had difficulty casting spells 

under that pressure. 

“Damnit, Raging Flame Beastmen! 

“These damned idiots came to cause trouble at such a time! 

“Get rid of them, Darkness Elemental God, get rid of all these idiots!” 

Morgan’s chest violently heaved and his eyes were bloody red. 

The others were also mad, because the pressure of these few Heaven Rank Beastmen weren’t targeting 

the magic beasts, it was targeting the human army! 



After two seconds, those few Heaven Rank powerhouses were already a kilometer away. A few scarlet 

Aura Slashes flew over and were like several-dozen-meter-long swords that slashed towards the human 

army. 

Black smoke appeared in the sky, soon followed by dozen-meter-long meteors falling down from the 

sky. 

Whether it was the aura slashes of the meteor rain, they all fell towards the human army’s location and 

completely ignored those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

“Hahaha, stupid humans, I have to thank you for finding this array. If not for you, we might not have 

been able to find the location of the array this time. 

“Now, you can all die. The earth’s embrace is already awaiting you!” 

The Gold Beastmen’s General, Gallsworth, was flying at the forefront. At this moment, Gallsworth was 

bursting with the power of a Heaven Rank powerhouse and could hardly cover up his Extraordinary 

Power fluctuations. 

He kept swinging his greatsword and thick Aura Slashes fell towards the human army in short 

succession. 

Behind Gallsworth were the Blood Bone Beastmen and the Black Iron Beastmen. 

All the Beastman Tribes that entered the Raging Flame Battlefield had a Heaven Rank powerhouse, with 

the exception of the Bronze Beastmen. 

A few Heaven Rank Beastmen came forward and immediately started attacking the human army in an 

overbearing way as soon as they appeared. There were still several hundred Beastmen in the distance 

rushing over. 

The humans were now simultaneously facing the attacks of several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts, four 1st Rank Heaven Beasts, as well as six Heaven Beastmen powerhouses. 

The human side’s situation had suddenly worsened. 

The shields surrounding Lin Yun were completely shredded to pieces, only his Law Runic Shield 

remained. Dedale’s flaming defenses were torn apart while Raphael’s fortress was grounded by the Aura 

Slashes... 

Morgan’s Darkness Elemental God barely resisted four Aura Slashes, a dozen falling meteors, as well as a 

dozen spells cast by a few Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. Half of its body disappeared without a 

trace, and it could only be recovered by Morgan to slowly recover. 

As for Jouyi and Harren, they were also forced to keep retreating. Only the two hundred Archmages 

were in the worst situation. 

The Beastmen’s attack instantly killed a dozen mages. The joint array of the fifty mages was almost 

blown out and they all received light injuries. 

Xiuban was clawed by one of the magic beasts and was sent flying a few hundred meters away. 



Lin Yun’s expression turned dark and the countless Law Runes covering his body kept throbbing, his 

mana fluctuations became somewhat chaotic. Mana spurted out of his body and condensed into a mass 

of translucent flames swaying gently. 

‘These damn Beastmen, they had to show up now, couldn’t they appear earlier or later? Sh*t, can’t they 

see the 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix?! 

‘Stupid guys, that’s a 2nd Rank Heaven Rank Dark Night Phoenix followed by a few 1st Rank Heaven 

Beasts. They think they can do better against that Dark Night Phoenix? 

‘Sh*t, this is so sh*tty. We were finally about to get rid of those few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts and four Heaven Beasts after so long. 

‘But now, those brainless guys have arrived, how could we attack the array!’ 

After a dozen seconds, the human army was no longer able to resist, they simply couldn’t handle the 

double attack from the magic beasts and the Beastmen. 

Not to mention, the Beastman army following those Heaven Rank powerhouses had arrived. With a few 

hundred Beastmen with blazing aura joining the battle, the human forces’ losses would be disastrous. 

They could only retreat in this situation. 

The human army rapidly retreated, but those Beastmen didn’t chase. They instead stationed not far 

from the array. 

After retreating to their temporary camp, both Heaven Mages and Archmages started fiercely cursing 

the Raging Flame Beastmen. 

“Are these idiots brainless? Right, couldn’t they see that 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix? 

“They came to attack us, they must be crazy. If we fought, that Dark Night Phoenix would definitely get 

rid of us. 

“They should have killed those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, as well as those few dozen Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, they are completely blind!” 

Morgan stomped the ground as he kept cursing the Raging Flame Beastmen. 

Dedale ground his teeth loudly, the three flames floating at his side continuously spouting flames. A 

violent aura spread in his surroundings. 

Raphael kept taking out materials from his spatial ring with a dark expression. Mumbling how to use the 

array to kill those Raging Flame Beastmen. 

Jouyi took out a quill and sheets of paper and started making calculations regarding how to get rid of the 

Blood Bone Beastman that attacked him. As for Harren, he was wrapped in darkness and was fiercely 

breathing for air. 

Lin Yun’s expression rapidly dropped and turned dark. His eyes were like burning flames and his mana 

fluctuations were very unstable. 



Attacking the array had originally been very difficult. The Dark Night Phoenix was too disdainful to attack 

the humans and simply didn’t join the battle itself. 

This was the arrogance of a magic beast. The 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix looked upon that 

group of Archmages as if they were a bunch of ants waiting to die. As long as these ants didn’t jump 

above its head, it wouldn’t bother to kill them, it didn’t even bother to glance at them. 

As long as they got rid of those few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, they would be able to 

trade for another drop of Beast God’s Blood. At that time, they would have one extra Heaven Rank 

powerhouse. 

And the mana crystals of the six Heaven Beasts were definitely worth ten Pseudo Heaven Rank Mana 

Crystals. After completely getting rid of six of them, they would be able to trade for another drop of 

Beast God’s Blood. 

With four Heaven Mages accompanied by Dedale and Lin Yun, who both could display the power of a 

Heaven Rank powerhouse, they would have the power of eight 1st Rank Heaven Rank powerhouses and 

could more or less challenge the Dark Night Phoenix. 

But they were now in an extremely complex situation with the appearance of the army of Raging Flame 

Beastmen. 

Without Beast God’s Blood, the others wouldn’t have a Golden Transformation Potion and Lin Yun 

wouldn’t have the raw materials to expand the God Fire Ember. 

Lin Yun couldn’t really remain calm. After all, only in the Raging Flame Battlefield would he have such a 

huge opportunity to obtain Beast God’s Blood. 

And next time the Raging Flame Battlefield opened, he might not be able to see Beast God’s Blood. 

It doesn’t matter how important it was, if he missed it, he would thoroughly miss the opportunity. 

“What should we do now? Those stupid Beastmen arrived, our plan to retake the array could be 

considered a failure.” 

After Morgan cursed like for a while, not at all showing the dignity of a Heaven Mage, he gritted his 

teeth and asked for the others’ opinions. 

Everyone had dark expressions as they answered. Raphael frowned and softly sighed. 

“Those Raging Flame Beastmen have a thorough understanding of the Raging Flame Plane. From what 

they said, it sounds like they knew what was going on with the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

“They knew of the existence of the array, but it sounded like the array’s location is different every time 

the Raging Flame Battlefield is opened. 

“They must know how to occupy the array. Right now, they are most likely planning how to get rid of us 

first...” 



Harren sneered, “They have the buffs of the Raging Flame Battlefield, and their power is stronger than 

what they can display in the outside world. After advancing to the Heaven Rank, they can still use 

Extraordinary Power, they definitely want to get rid of us. 

“If they killed all of us here, the losses of the human alliance would be too big. Killing a few Heaven 

Mages and first rate Archmages at once would be a huge blow. 

“They might end up reversing the situation in the Raging Flame Plane...” 

Dedale frowned, lost in thought. After a while, he shook his head and said, “This is troublesome. 

Wanting to get rid of the Raging Flame Beastmen is very difficult, and even if we succeed, our less would 

be huge. We definitely wouldn’t have the power to take back the array form the Dark Night Phoenix’s 

hands. 

“Even if we end up victorious in this Raging Flame Battlefield, we wouldn’t have too many benefits. No 

matter how, we can’t get it. 

“Those damned Beastmen must have planned this. If they can’t get the array, they would rather stop us 

from getting the array!” 

The group consulted for a while, but they couldn’t find a way to take back the array. 

The only outcome of the discussion was that the Raging Flame Beastmen stopped them from getting the 

array because they couldn’t get it themselves. 

The Raging Flame Beastmen knew the secrets of the Raging Flame Battlefield, after coming, they started 

gathering mana crystals, and once they exchanged them for Beast God Blood, they would only need to 

directly fuse with it to reach the Heaven realm. 

Those that could advance to the Heaven Rank almost all broke through, and the amount of Heaven Rank 

powerhouses was double that of the humanss. 

The human side only had four people that really advanced to the Heaven Rank, while the Beastmen had 

eight. 

Moreover, the Raging Flame Beastmen could use Extraordinary Power and could display power that was 

a bit stronger than the human powerhouses. 

Under such circumstances, wanting to take back the array was impossible. 

Everyone apart from the Heaven Rank powerhouses were gathered there, discussing ideas and plans. 

Regardless of who thought of a plan, it wasn’t feasible or the chances of success were too low. 

The group argued for a while and still didn’t agree on something. At this time, Lin Yun frowned and got 

up. 

Those words silenced everyone, they then looked at Lin Yun strangely. 

“Sir Merlin, were you confused by those brainless guys?” Morgan cautiously asked. 

Lin Yun’s expression remained dull as he threw a faint glance at Morgan. 



“This is the only way.” 

Chapter 1125 Talking With The Beastmen 

Dedale opened his mouth but remained silent. It was indeed the last option, even if that option was the 

most unreliable one they heard today... 

The few Heaven Mages remained silent, but someone of the Odin Royal Family immediately burst out in 

anger. 

“Sir Merlin, have you gone crazy? You are too naive. Do you think that those stupid Beastman that can’t 

even close their mouths will speak with you?” 

‘Damn, that Mafa Merlin’s brain has an issue. Negotiating with the Beastmen? What are you going to 

discuss? Are you going to ask the Beastmen to stop attacking? 

‘To have them attack the array with us? 

‘What a joke, they already have eight Heaven Rank Beastmen, they don’t need the Beast God’s Blood 

that much. 

‘Our side is the one in need, they would be able to get rid of all of us as long as they attack us while we 

attack the array. They would end up being the Raging Flame Battlefield’s victors. 

‘And the losses of a few Heaven Rank powerhouses and two hundred top tier Archmages would 

definitely affect the Raging Flame Plane’s situation. 

‘They have eight Heaven Rank powerhouses, they can always attack us, do they need to discuss with us? 

‘Getting close would be impossible, these idiots definitely won’t give us an opportunity to negotiate, it 

would become a dangerous battle. 

Many people were doubtful, many felt that Lin Yun’s idea was completely unreasonable and ridiculous. 

“Then you pick an option that will work and we will go with that.” 

Seeing everyone opposing it, Lin Yun readily gave up. The Odin Family instantly became silent. 

Jouyi and Harren looked at each other, their eyes carrying a wisp of shock. But they didn’t feel that it 

was ridiculous. 

‘Sir Merlin never did something without assurance. This might sound unfathomable, but Sir Merlin 

knows what he is doing. 

Jouyi’s expression flickered and he slowly opened his mouth to say, “There is no good option, regardless 

of the option, we have to give it a try.” 

After Jouyi gave his opinion, Harren seconded the motion. Raphael thought for a bit before supporting 

it. Morgan didn’t even think before approving of the idea. 

Unexpectedly, Dedale also silently approved of the idea. 



This time, the others simply couldn’t oppose it. The six powerhouses with Heaven Rank power were all 

in favor, there was no point in the others fighting against it. 

“Then who is going to discuss with the Beastmen? We can’t have everyone go, right? Since Sir Merlin 

suggested it, Sir Merlin should have some assurance. Sir Merlin should go.” 

The members of the Odin Royal Family promptly removed themselves from the equation and threw the 

burden on Lin Yun. 

‘Since you want to show off, then you should go. Let’s see if those few Heaven Rank Beastmen kill you 

when you reach their camp. 

‘When the time comes, you might not even be able to say a word before being eliminated by those 

Heaven Rank powerhouses.’ 

Lin Yun sneered and ignored the members of the Odin Royal Family. 

‘So what if it can help breakthrough to the Heaven Rank, the most important part of the Beast God’s 

Blood is being able to catalyze the God Fire Ember. As long as there are enough Beast God’s Blood, I 

might be able to ignite that God Fire Ember into a genuine God Fire. 

‘These people can’t understand the use of the Beast God’s Blood, they only see the tip of the iceberg. 

‘I have to get this array no matter the cost.’ 

Lin Yun didn’t say a word and flew away, not taking anyone with him. 

As he flew to the area where the Raging Flame Beastmen were stationed, a terrifying Extraordinary 

Power aura burst before his eyes and all the Heaven Rank Beastmen flew to the sky and sneered as they 

looked at Lin Yun. 

That Blood Bone Beastman sneered and transformed into a shadow. In an instant, several dozen needle-

like bloody aura appeared around Lin Yun. 

Numerous aura needles carried strange aura as they surrounded Lin Yun. 

“Stupid Human, you were lucky last time, I hadn’t wanted to kill you. But I really didn’t expect that you 

would dare to fly over by yourself, you are just courting death. 

“Since you want to die, I’ll be magnanimous and send you to the earth’s embrace. The earth has already 

opened its arms so hurry up and drop dead!” 

The Blood Bone Beastman burst into a loud laughter, echoed by a few Beastmen. 

“Is this guy tired of living? As kindhearted Beastmen, we have to send him to the earth’s embrace.” 

“It’s a pity, this guy’s strength is pretty good. He hasn’t reached the Heaven Rank but has the power of 

the Heaven Rank. If he dies now, the humans would definitely feel distressed.” 

“I say, this human must think that he is powerful and can contend with us by himself. You aren’t afraid? 

Wow. As a brave Beastman, I’m trembling in fear, look at my shoulders, they can’t help but shake, 

ahahahah...” 



The few Heaven Rank Beastmen floated in the air, mocking him. Even the Beastmen on the ground were 

ridiculing him. In their eyes, this was just a laughing matter. 

Lin Yun coldly sneered. 

These Raging Flame Beastmen believed in strength. If his fists weren’t hard enough, he wouldn’t have an 

opportunity to speak, if he didn’t beat them up, he wouldn’t be able to discuss with them. 

Especially when dealing with humans, they believed in one thing: a dead human was a good human. 

Getting rid of them was in their instincts. 

Lin Yun raised his Draconic Staff and the huge Purple Dragon’s shadow appeared behind him, holding a 

multi-colored wheel shadow in which four damaged gems were embedded. 

He held the Book of Death in his left hand and the shackles covering it automatically fell off. Four 

colored rays of light blossomed and enveloped Lin Yun. 

In an instant, Lin Yun’s aura crazily expanded. The Book of Mantras floated on Lin Yun’s left side and the 

Ten Thousand Spell Wheel floated on Lin Yun’s right side. 

Syudos transformed into a sphere of flames and floated on top of the Book of Mantras. As for Enderfa, 

he calmly floated above the Spell Wheel, his three faces extremely solemn. 

Using all the Magic Tools, Lin Yun’s mana erupted. His four base Laws had already been established. Lin 

Yun’s Archmage path had almost reached completion, and it was even more perfect than other people. 

Slowly, a huge and simple scales shadow appeared, and Lin Yun was in its center. The Book of Mantras 

and the Spell Wheel were floating on each tray. 

Immediately, the void deep-like Void Forge and the Elemental Heart with glaring colors simultaneously 

appeared. 

The scales slowly leaned on one side. The Book of Mantras was already an Extraordinary Magic Tool and 

surpassed the Spell Wheel in power. But as light flickered on the scales, endless power surged from the 

void. 

It was like the peace was forcibly torn apart from the void and the power surged into the Spell Wheel. 

The Ten Thousand Spell Wheel’s aura sharply increased and reached the Extraordinary Grade in less 

than a second, its aura was now comparable to the Book of Ten Thousand Mantras’ aura. 

The scales once again regained its balance, but the power Lin Yun exuded, apart from not having 

Extraordinary Power, already exceeded all the Heaven Rank Beastmen before him. 

The Equilibrium Law only had six core formulas, but it was the strongest Meditation Law in Lin Yun’s 

eyes. 

When he obtained that Meditation Law Set, he upgraded the Elemental Heart’s core formulas out of 

nowhere. In order to keep the equilibrium, he had to forcibly raise the Elemental Heart by a rank. 

Lin Yun had always been thinking that the Equilibrium Law shouldn’t simply be something that allowed a 

mage to have two Core Meditation Law Sets. 



The Equilibrium Law itself had some effects, but he had yet to unearth the Equilibrium Law’s effects. 

All Core Meditation Law Sets would have effect in battle, or in other areas. 

The Equilibrium Law definitely couldn’t be simple since it could increase the rank of the Elemental Heart. 

After advancing to the 9th Rank of the Archmage realm, and after the Archmage magic path leaned 

towards perfection, the Equilibrium Law could display its effects in battle. 

The Equilibrium Law maintained balance. Even if the balance was shattered, the Equilibrium Law was an 

existence that could forcibly correct the balance. 

Before, the Void Forge had one more Meditation Law than the Elemental Heart, and the Equilibrium Law 

forcibly supplemented a Meditation Law to the Elemental Heart. 

This was reinforcing the balance by strengthening the weak and not weakening the strong. This was its 

most formidable effect. 

After using the Equilibrium Law, the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel’s power could temporarily reach the 

Extraordinary Grade. 

Lin Yun suddenly burst out with a powerful aura that made it look like those blood needles made of aura 

fell into a swamp. The closer they were to Lin Yun, the slower they moved, and after three or four 

meters, they completely dissipated. 

Lin Yun instantly transformed into a flaming orange Flame Elemental with a cold expression. He chanted 

a brief incantation with strange words and four Law Runes suddenly condensed in front of him. 

At that instant, the buffed Enderfa roared and halos spread out of the Spell Wheel, it was like the Spell 

Wheel expanded a few dozen times. 

As the Spell Wheel revolved crazily, countless runes appeared on the surface of the Spell Wheel and 

countless fire spells appeared one after another. The fire spells transformed into a hundred-meter-thick 

spellwave that swept towards the Beastmen. 

The Blood Bone Beastman was shocked and transformed into a blood shadow to escape. The fire 

spellwave roamed the area and instantly suppressed the Raging Flame Beastmen. Aura radiance kept 

being destroyed one after another within the flood of fire spells. 

In less than a second, several dozen Sword Saints were submerged by the fire spells and only some of 

them managed to escape. 

The suddenly outburst startled those Beastmen who were planning on watching the show. Four Heaven 

Rank Beastmen simultaneously attacked and their Aura bloomed with light, their crystal-like swords 

ruthlessly slashing toward Lin Yun. 

At this moment, Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras and a several-dozen-meter-tall huge flaming 

door shadow appeared behind him. 

Chapter 1126 Discussion 



That door was seemingly made of fire crystals and flowing raging flames. A faint shadow of a man could 

be seen on its surface, holding a blazing scepter in his hands with a fireball floating next to him. 

“Creak...” 

The door slowly opened and in an instant, an extremely terrifying aura filled the air. The Beastmen all 

felt a hot and dry sensation within their heart. Apparently, the aura alone could make people burn. 

Boundless flames spurted out of this illusory entrance, including faint golden Hellfire, dark purple Bone-

corroding Black flames, pale Corrosive Fire, and dark green Dark Night Phoenix Fire. 

All the flames were like a flood flowing out with rumbling sounds. 

Aura Slashes came from the Four Heaven Sword Saint Beastmen. Those crystal-like scarlet Aura Slashes 

were like fishes going against a waterfall. 

But those tangible Aura Slashes rapidly shrunk and disappeared into nothingness halfway through the 

flood of flames. 

The remaining four Heaven Rank Beastmen also joined in the fight, but those flames covering the sky 

couldn’t be dealt with. The eight Heaven Rank Beastmen could resist, they could even dodge. 

But the Beastmen on the ground couldn’t resist or dodge that easily. 

The fire spells and various kinds of flames formed a flood that frantically spread. It was no different from 

a large-scale offensive spell. 

Flames spread everywhere within a kilometer. The other Beastmen used Battle Aura Armors to 

withstand the burning flames and spells. 

But the Blood Bone Beastmen ran out of luck. Their strongest defenses were their bones, they were 

even stronger than Battle Aura Armors. 

It was very easy for their bones to extend out of their bodies and cover their vitals to resist the fire 

spells. But there was Bone-corroding Black Flames among the flames Syudos released. 

Bone-corroding Black Flames were actually the weakest flames when they couldn’t come in contact with 

bones, but once they did, they would definitely be among the strongest kinds of flames. 

As long as it infected a bone, if the victim didn’t cut off the ignited part or used extreme power to 

forcibly disperse the Bone-corroding Black Flames, then the only outcome was for all their bones to turn 

to ashes. 

How could the Blood Bone Beastman Sword Saints know about this. They were submerged in the flood 

of Bone-corroding Black Flames and their bones were all ignited. 

These Blood Bone Beastmen were 9th Rank Sword Saints at best, how could they forcibly destroy 

Syudos’ Bone-corroding Black Flames. In a few seconds, the flames burst out of their bodies alongside 

Hellfire, Corrosive Fire, and Dark Night Phoenix Fire, and they rapidly turned the Blood Bones Beastmen 

into ashes. 



The other Beastman Tribes didn’t have an easy time either. Dark Night Phoenix Fire would stick to their 

Battle Aura Armors and frantically consume their Aura. After the Corrosive Fire corroded their Battle 

Aura Armors, the Hellfire would burn them, leaving the final blow to the Bone-corroding Black Flames. 

Or, they would end up torn to pieces by the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel barrage of spells. 

After a dozen seconds, several dozen of the few hundred Beastmen were burnt to death. 

The eight Heaven Rank powerhouses flew into a rage and frantically started casting, but Lin Yun could 

barely manage to defend against them with his two Extraordinary Magic Tools and his Law Runic Shield. 

The Book of Ten Thousand Mantras and the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel were on a frantic offensive, while 

Lin Yun also raised his Draconic Staff and kept releasing Four Element Bombs. The attacks that couldn’t 

hit the eight Heaven Rank Beastmen directly fell onto the Sword Saints and Arch-Warlocks on the 

ground. 

A minute passed and the eight Heaven Rank Beastmen were going crazy. They led their subordinates 

into the Raging Flame Battlefield, with the weakest being at the 7th Rank. Moreover, they had brought 

quite a few 9th Rank Arch-Warlocks. 

Their forces were the pillars of their Tribes, but now, thirty to forty of their subordinates had been killed 

within a minute. 

The Blood Bone Beastmen’s losses were especially disastrous. Half of their forces had been incinerated. 

After adapting to Lin Yun’s unreasonable attack, the eight Heaven Rank Beastmen thoroughly burst out 

and released their Extraordinary Power without restraint. 

The eight Heaven Rank powerhouses’ Extraordinary Power pressured Lin Yun and decreased the mana 

fluctuations in his surroundings by more than half. 

But Syudos and Enderfa weren’t greatly affected and just kept casting. 

Lin Yun frowned. The pressure of eight kinds of Extraordinary Power forcibly emptied the air. It was like 

his body was falling into a deep sea as a huge pressure suppressed him from all directions. 

The runes on the Law Runic Shield barely resisted a few attacks of the eight Heaven Rank powerhouses 

before reaching its limits. Several dozen thousand Law Runes appeared on the surface of the Law Runic 

Shield. 

Moreover, every Law Rune was in an agitated state. This showed that the Law Runic Shield was reaching 

the limits of its endurance. It would collapse within a few seconds at this rate. 

After losing that strongest defense, it would take a dozen seconds before the eight enraged Heaven 

Rank Beastmen tore him to shreds. 

More importantly, the Equilibrium Law’s power was reaching its limits, and the power supporting the 

Ten Thousand Spell Wheel was returning to the void. 

If he got rid of another dozen Beastmen, these Heaven Rank Beastmen would truly go berserk and he 

would suffer. 



After a sigh, Lin Yun swept a glance at the surrounding eight red-eyed Beastmen. 

“Can we have a good discussion now?” 

The Blood Bone Heaven Rank Beastman had a malevolent expression as he put his hand on his long 

sword before fiercely roaring at Lin Yun, “Damn Human! I want your death. You must die here today. 

Don’t even think of returning to the embrace of the earth, I’ll tear your soul along with your body!” 

The Gold Beastmen’s General was on the verge of turning berserk, his teeth were chattering and his 

Aura was continuously spreading into a halo. 

“Stupid Human, you have to pay the price with your life. Slaughtering our warriors means being spurned 

by the earth. Damned guy, no matter what you say, don’t think of leaving this place alive!” 

“Despicable scoundrel, your power has already reached its limits, don’t think we are blind. Within a few 

minutes at most, we will be able to bash your head and use your skull as a wine cup!” 

The eight Heaven Rank Beastmen kept snarling, frantically attacking with their Auras. The only Warlock 

raised both arms and kept summoning flaming meteors. 

The eight Heaven Rank Beastmen didn’t even want to talk, they were just determined to get rid of Lin 

Yun. 

Lin Yun raised his shield and sneered before taking 1-meter-long scrolls. Soon, thirty magic scrolls 

floated around Lin Yun and the mana they emitted made the surrounding space distort. 

“Alright, the Raging Flame Plane will be destroyed in a hundred years, but it doesn’t look like you want 

to talk about it. 

“There are a few dozen Summon Meteorite Scrolls here all made from Heaven Beast Leather. Each one 

of them can summon a meteorite that could at the very least compare to an 8th Tier Spell. 

“With fifty scrolls, only a few of you eight idiots might be able to survive. At least half of you will be 

buried alongside me, as well as those few hundred core forces. 

“I wouldn’t suffer a loss. The most important thing is that in a hundred years, the Raging Flame Plane 

will be destroyed, too bad. 

“Maybe you’ll be lucky and directly destroying the Raging Flame Battlefield might also destroy that time 

node. Who knows...” 

Lin Yun kept taking out magic scrolls as he talked. He even tore one of the Summon Meteorite Scrolls. 

Soon, a huge meteorite dragged a few-kilometer-long flaming trail as it ruthlessly crashed two 

kilometers away. 

The earth ruthlessly shook and the terrifying shockwave swept over a kilometer away. Saying that it had 

the power of an 8th Tier Spell was somewhat of an underestimation. 

And the most important part was its speed, it was too fast to be intercepted! 

Looking at the six dozen scrolls floating around Lin Yun, the eighth Heaven Rank Beastmen froze and 

calmed down. 



More importantly, Lin Yun was continuously taking out scrolls, and every single scroll was emitting 

similar mana fluctuations... 

Cold sweat trickled down Gallsworth’s forehead as he looked at Lin Yun’s scrolls. He no longer dared to 

swing his sword. 

‘That stupid human is definitely tricking me, these scrolls can’t all be Summon Meteorite Scrolls! 

‘Does he dare to take us down alongside himself? He absolutely won’t dare, humans are cowards, he 

must be tricking us... 

‘Right, he is tricking us, he is doing that to force us into a discussion... 

‘Hold on, he just mentioned the Raging Flame Plane’s destruction... He wants to talk about this matter? 

‘Sh*t, does he know something? If the Raging Flame Battlefield is destroyed, how could the Greater 

Demon Overlord not be released? 

‘A disaster would immediately befell the Raging Flame Plane, does he know how to settle that problem?’ 

Gallsworth’s expression suddenly changed. 

The Blood Bone Heaven Rank Beastman’s eyes flickered with hatred. He wanted to keep attacking, but 

Lin Yun expressionlessly activated the scrolls one after another. 

After four scrolls were activated, Gallsworth immediately shouted, “Human, stay your hand! We can 

have a discussion!” 

The eight Heaven Rank Beastmen gritted their teeth and only surrounded Lin Yun, not daring to make a 

move. 

No one knew how many Summon Meteorite Scrolls Lin Yun possessed, and no one knew whether these 

scrolls were real or not. 

Even if there were some scrolls with obviously different auras, they didn’t dare to gamble. 

This kind of otherworldly meteorite wasn’t a meteor condensed from flames. It couldn’t be stopped 

once it started falling. A hundred of them falling on the edge of the Raging Flame Battlefield could 

absolutely collapse and destroy the entire Raging Flame Battlefield. 

Moreover Lin Yun seemed to know a way to avert the Raging Flame Plane’s destruction. This made the 

Beastmen unwilling to gamble. 

Lin Yun didn’t say anything, but the vague information attracted the Beastmen’s interest. They also 

didn’t dare to gamble because they couldn’t afford it. 

At the start of the negotiations, Lin Yun calmly looked at the eight Heaven Rank Beastmen before his 

eyes and the Beastmen powerhouses in the back without a single trace of fear. 

These Beastmen would be able to tear him into pieces within half a minute if they became hostile. 

Chapter 1127 Discussion 2 



“No matter what you say, we definitely won’t withdraw. We definitely can’t give up on the array 

producing mana crystals! 

“We are also aware of the Dark Night Phoenix, and it’s not the first time we have seen it. You don’t need 

to say anything. You might not be able to drive the Dark Night Phoenix away, but that doesn’t mean we 

can’t!” 

Gallsworth started the negotiations by giving their bottom line. This was also a show of good faith. The 

other Beastmen had dark expressions, but they didn’t refute Gallsworth’s words. 

Gallsworth also had a dark expression as he said those words, he was also shivering in anger. 

‘This damned human powerhouse is extremely troublesome. He could battle the eight of us by himself 

and could still last a minute. Moreover, it is said that this guy isn’t the strongest among the humans, he 

isn’t even at the Heaven Rank. 

‘Regardless of whether he speaks the truth or not, we can’t take back the array as long as the humans 

are here. 

‘These humans would definitely disturb us if we attack the array. When the time comes, no one would 

be able to take back the array. 

‘Moreover, this human has the power to destroy the Raging Flame Battlefield, not cooperating isn’t an 

option. 

‘If they could offer good conditions, cooperation could be possible. 

‘It was said that last time Beastmen entered, the Dark Night Phoenix hadn’t been occupying the array. It 

seemed that these magic beasts were unable to discover the array’s existence. 

‘But they would come to snatch it after outsiders discovered it. As long as the magic beast attack was 

resisted, we would have a steady flow of mana crystals. 

‘Now, that Dark Night Phoenix occupies the array, and it would be very difficult to take back the array 

with our power alone.’ 

Gallsworth discreetly discussed with the other Beastmen. They realized how awkward the current 

situation was. Cooperating was good and they wouldn’t suffer a loss. 

Gallsworth showed his intent to cooperate and waited for Lin Yun to make an offer so that they could 

strive for more benefits. 

But they hadn’t expected Lin Yun’s words to be so shocking. 

“We cooperate to attack the magic beasts and snatch back the array. We will divide the mana crystals 

evenly. 

“But I have a better method. You want the mana crystals in order to trade for the Beast God’s Blood, 

while I can refine the Beast God’s Blood into a potion increasing its effects. 

“I believe you understand, the raw materials’ effects are far from being able to compare to the effect of 

medicine. 



“The Beast God’s Blood is the raw material, and the Golden Transformation Potion I refine can display 

the power of the Beast God’s Blood to its pinnacle. Moreover, it wouldn’t have the slightest bit of 

danger. The Extraordinary transformation process would become even easier. 

“We can trade all the produced mana crystals for Beast God’s Blood and I’ll refine them into medicine 

that we would divide evenly. 

“As for who gets the first medicine, we can decide based on who contributes the most during this 

attack. Whichever side contributes the most would get the first medicine. 

“This is a show of good faith. Whether you want to cooperate or not depends on you.” 

Lin Yun had a sincere expression. This stunned the eight Beastmen sitting in front of him and even 

Gallsworth was at a loss for words. 

That condition could be said to be very generous, it completely exceeded their expectations. 

They originally discussed the outcome, and their lowest bottom line was to cooperate to attack the 

array and split the mana crystals in half. 

As long as the offer didn’t exceed their bottom line, they would cooperate. Getting half of the mana 

crystals was always better than both sides continuously dragging the other down without being able to 

obtain a mana crystal. 

But now, not only would they obtain half of the harvest, they could still experience the taste of a potion. 

No matter how arrogant the Beastmen were, they couldn’t deny that potions refined by human 

alchemists were good things. Even if the two sides were at war, they weren’t completely out of touch. 

There were always some people stealthily smuggling human potions to the Beastmen while Beastmen 

smuggled materials to the humans. 

It wasn’t as if the major forces and Raging Flame Beastmen didn’t know about it, but that kind of trade 

was beneficial to both sides, so they ultimately turned a blind eye to it. As long as it wasn’t too 

excessive, no one would pay attention to it. 

But the Beastmen never heard of the Beast God’s Blood being used as a material to refine potions. 

But their superficial knowledge didn’t hinder them in understanding simple logic. The effects of a raw 

material would be a lot higher after being made into a potion. 

After no less than half a minute, Gallsworth nodded with a strange expression. 

“Okay, Human, I hope you’ll abide by your promise. But it’s fine if you don’t. Whoever breaks the 

contract after attacking the array would be cruelly punished.” 

Lin Yun smiled and took out a magic contract from his bosom. The contents of the contract were already 

written on it. 

And with the appearance of the magic contract, the last traces of doubts disappeared from the eight 

Heaven Rank Beastmen’s faces. 



They knew how binding a contract was to a mage. If they violated the contract, they would be met with 

a penalty even more vicious than they would, it would be no different from death. 

The contract was passed among the eight Beastmen and none of them found anything wrong. At this 

time, Gallsworth signed his own name as the representative. 

Lin Yun signed his own name and the magic contract disappeared in a burst of light. 

“Let’s have a pleasant cooperation, Sir Gallsworth.” 

Lin Yun smiled and slowly walked away from the Beastman camp. 

‘As long as all mana crystals are exchanged for Beast God’s Blood, all the Beast God’s Blood would pass 

through my hands and would be used to expand the God Fire Ember.” 

Potions had better effect than their raw materials, this was an universal truth of the world of alchemy. 

But no alchemist ever said that this was an absolute truth. 

Potions tailored for humans had many effects that weren’t necessarily as good as if it was directly 

consumed, not to mention potion tailored for other races. 

As for the Golden Temptation, it was clearly most efficient for Humans as the raw materials were deadly 

to them and they couldn’t consume the Beast God’s Blood as a raw material. 

But to Raging Flame Beastmen, the raw Beast God’s Blood was the best. The effects of the Beast God’s 

Blood might not be as obvious as the Golden Temptation on the completion of their Extraordinary 

Transformation. 

But the greatest effect of the raw Beast God’s Blood wasn’t the completion of their Extraordinary 

transformation, but the various hidden buffs they received. 

Bloodline strengthening, Bloodline’s ability strengthening, as well as many important, yet invisible buffs 

that could make them walk even further on their path. 

These weren’t in the Golden Temptation Potion. 

To them, fusing with Beast God’s Blood to advance wasn’t too different from advancing by themselves, 

it was even a bit better. 

But after taking the Golden Temptation Potion, no matter how talented these Beastmen were, no 

matter how high their comprehension was or how rich their bloodline was, they would never be able to 

walk the later part of the Heaven road, they would be stuck there. 

Humans used the Golden Temptation to break through and could still turn back to establish their 

foundation, they could spend more time understanding the Laws, which would forcibly eliminate the 

side effects of the Golden Temptation. 

To the mages of this era, the Golden Temptation could be said to have no side effects, because even if 

they lived to the end of their lifespans, they still wouldn’t be able to see the day when their side effects 

would appear. 



After the Beastmen easily agreed to the conditions, Lin Yun returned to the human camp. Many people 

were filled with expectations, as if they were about to watch a good show. 

Dedale’s eyes flashed with apprehension. 

For Mafa Merlin to be able to return alive from the Beastman camp was truly inconceivable. He had just 

sensed very powerful battle fluctuations and there were quite a few Heaven Rank Beastmen. 

But the battle fluctuations soon disappeared along with the Extraordinary Power’s aura. He originally 

thought that Mafa Merlin had been killed, but he hadn’t expected him to actually come back alive, and 

without a single injury. 

‘Don’t tell me he is that strong already? He managed to escape a few Heaven Rank Beastmen using 

Extraordinary Power...’ 

On another side, the Odin Royal Family member who had been sneering at Lin Yun was now shocked. 

‘He actually returned alive!? He wasn’t killed by those Beastmen? 

‘Didn’t a few of them use Extraordinary Power just now? How could he still be alive? How could he 

return? And he looks uninjured, his mana fluctuations are also very smooth. What’s going on? What the 

hell happened?’ 

The group foolishly watched as Lin Yun flew over. Earlier, when the few Beastmen used Extraordinary 

Power, everyone argued whether they should go and save him or not. 

But the argument lasted less than a minute yet the Extraordinary Power dissipated. Everyone thought 

Lin Yun had been eliminated. Jouyi and the others thought Lin Yun had already died, until Lin Yun 

returned... 

The expression of the Odin Royal Family’s member flickered as he pushed away the sneer and doubt to 

replace it with a trace of ridicule. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, didn’t you go ‘discuss’ with these brainless Beastmen? How is it, done discussing? 

Come, tell us the results. Let’s see whether these Beastmen gave up on the array or not.” 

Lin Yun indifferently shook his head. 

“Giving up the array is definitely impossible...” 

Lin Yun didn’t have time to finish before the man of the Odin Royal Family started laughing. 

“Didn’t you go speak with those Beastmen? Your discussion wasn’t successful? For them to let you 

return... There must be a problem with their heads...” 

“... But they decided to give up half of it.” 

Lin Yun finished the second half of his sentence with an indifferent tone. 

All the mocking and laughter instantly stopped. It was as if everyone had suffered from a Warlock’s 

Silence curse and their heartbeats suddenly became a lot louder. 

Chapter 1128 Cooperation 



“Half? What half? Sir Merlin, what do you mean...” 

Morgan was shocked and stammeringly asked. But everyone understood the meaning behind that 

sentence, it was just too scary. 

The muscle-brained Raging Flame Beastmen had never compromised with the humans they were at war 

with. Yet, they actually gave up half? 

Doesn’t that mean cooperation? After taking over the array, half of the profits would go to the humans. 

But the Raging Flame Beastmen already have eight Heaven Rank powerhouses. If they all advanced, 

then they can only bring the Beast God’s Blood back to the Raging Flame Plane to give it to other 

powerhouses that could complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

However, there aren’t that many powerhouses among the Raging Flame Beastmen that can fuse with 

the Beast God’s Blood. Only those who reach the peak of the 9th Rank are qualified to complete their 

Extraordinary transformation, ordinary 9th Rank powerhouses could only dream of it. 

There might be powerhouses able to use the Beast God’s Blood after a few decades. 

But it was different on the human side, there were too many Mage Towers and forces, and not a single 

one of them would dislike having too many such things. 

Archmages’ lifespans weren’t short and every Mage Tower had Archmages stuck at the peak of the 9th 

Rank. 

As long as there was Golden Transformation Potions, a large number of powerhouses could be raised in 

a short term. 

It was impossible for the Beastmen to not know this. If the Beastmen were stuck here, their losses 

would be far smaller than humans and their harvest would far surpass humans. They would be the true 

winner of this Raging Flame Battlefield. 

Yet they were actually cooperating? 

Are they really that stupid? Cooperation meant they would give up victory. This Raging Flame Battlefield 

could end up peacefully, but they would instead let the human side catch up. 

After leaving the Raging Flame Battlefield, this little bit of power would give a greater advantage to the 

humans on the battlefield. 

They couldn’t understand what happened. Although they said that Beastmen were stupid, the Beastmen 

weren’t stupid to the point of not understand this. 

The group remained silent and looked at Lin Yun with a strange expression, waiting for his explanations. 

Lin Yun slowly walked over. 

“Prepare for battle, I’ve already signed a contract with the Beastmen. We will cooperate in attacking the 

array and after taking over the array, all the mana crystals harvested would be used to trade for Beast 

God’s Blood. I’ll then refine it into Golden Transformation Potions and divide it evenly between both 

sides. The first bottle will go to whoever made the biggest contribution.” 



After Lin Yun finished, a person of the Odin Royal Family loudly questioned, “You actually want to make 

potions for the Beastmen! Don’t you know what that means? They will...” 

That guy barely said a few words before discovering something wrong. No one was supporting him, they 

were all looking at him with a strange expression. 

Morgan laughed, “Fool, do the Beastmen need potions to advance to the Heaven Rank?” 

Everyone remained silent, the Beastmen could advance to the Heaven Rank without a potion, but now, 

the humans had the opportunity to advance to the Heaven Rank. 

And on the side, Raphael, who had a deep knowledge of alchemy, couldn’t help laughing. 

‘Those stupid Beastmen are really pitiful, they were actually tricked by Sir Merlin due to their lacking 

alchemy knowledge. 

‘The effects of the Golden Transformation Potion are worse than the raw Beast God’s Blood. They must 

be thinking that it would show better effects when refined... 

‘They are really pitiful, they actually signed the contract...’ 

Jouyi also had an understanding expression. He looked at Lin Yun and shook his head with a smile. He 

then said a few words to Harren and Harren immediately started laughing. 

“I have to say, how could Sir Merlin not have prepared a trap for those Beastmen to jump into...” 

Many people smiled. Potioneering was completely different for Beastmen than it was for humans. Who 

knows how many times potions have been used to trick Beastmen over the years. 

Moreover, potions usually did have better effects than the raw materials. Over the years, the potions 

that the Beastmen had come in contact with were no exception, that’s why it was common sense to 

them. 

That Odin Royal Family member had a red complexion and didn’t dare to say a single word, for fear of 

becoming a laughingstock. 

That offer had already exceeded everyone’s expectations. Although they were curious as to how Lin Yun 

succeeded, no one dared to ask. 

They were getting benefits, the process wasn’t important, especially since the negotiation process had 

been discussed by others. Compared to the profits they would receive the process wasn’t important at 

all. 

Soon, the human army and the Beastman army gathered not far from the array. There were close to 

seven hundred Sword Saints and Archmages. Such a huge force gathered all of the peak forces of the 

human side and Beastman side. 

There were eight Heaven Rank Beastmen, four Heaven Mages, as well as two human powerhouses that 

could display the power of the Heaven Rank for a total of fourteen 1st Rank Heaven powerhouses. 



As such a powerful force was gathered together, the surrounding mana fluctuations couldn’t help 

condensing and then converging into a several-hundred-meter-thick transparent fluctuation that 

charged into the sky and tore the clouds into fragments. 

On the path to the array, the various magic beasts lying on the ground raised their heads, even the Dark 

Night Phoenix extended its wings, dark blue flames burning in its eyes as it impatiently looked in the 

distance before letting out a sharp cry. 

All the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and the Heaven Beasts got up on their hind legs and let out 

snarls. 

The eyes of the remaining four Heaven Beasts flickered with coldness as they roared at the Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

Immediately, the several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts seemed to instantly become violent 

and crazily charged at the gathered humans and Beastmen. 

The earth started to shake and the elements started becoming chaotic. Energy Spheres condensed and 

flew towards the humans and Beastmen. 

The Energy Spheres filled with destructive power arrived before the allied armies and a dozen 

mushroom clouds suddenly appeared. They were emitting destruction aura and were frantically 

spreading towards all sides, destroying everything on their way, even shattering hills. 

Rocks were swept by the waves of destruction and instantly turned into ashes, which were then 

annihilated in those energy waves. 

Amidst the explosions, concentrated chants echoed and spells were cast. 

The weakest among these Archmages were at the 7th Rank, and they could release a dozen spells below 

the 6th Tier within a second. 

The powerful 9th Rank Archmages could cast forty to fifty Low Tier Spells within a second, while Heaven 

Mages could easily cast spell waves. 

Several hundred Archmages casting together formed a hundred-meter-tall tidal wave of spells. 

The earth-shattering spells ruthlessly collided with those destructive Energy Spheres, and the berserk 

power formed a terrifying chaotic zone between the two armies. Elements and air couldn’t exist in that 

location, it was a pitch-black vacuum which kept exploding and annihilating everything. 

On the side, the Beastmen Sword Saints raised their greatswords and scarlet Aura Slashes shot out as if 

they were several hundred thick crystal swords. 

The countless greatswords swept with berserk power and ruthlessly pierced the Destruction Energy 

Spheres’ shockwaves. The fierce power collided and it was like that pitch-black annihilation space was 

forcibly cut into a few hundred pieces, as if space had already been shattered. 

A total of fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses and several hundred Archmages and Sword Saints were 

facing a few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. Even if these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts 

were only a step away from the Heaven Rank, the allied armies were pressuring them. 



The charging Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts managed to charge a kilometer forward before being 

thoroughly suppressed. On one side was the chaotic spell tidal waves coming one after another, and on 

the other was a flood of ruthless Aura Slashes tearing and slicing. 

In less than five seconds, the three Barbarian Oxs at the forefront were forcibly torn apart. They couldn’t 

charge out of this sea of Aura and spells. A few dozen Aura Slashes and several hundred spells would hit 

them every second, and the Barbarian Oxs also couldn’t resist. 

After half a minute, eighteen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were torn apart. Blood flowed on the 

ground like rivers. 

Even the four Heaven Beasts couldn’t stop the progress of the human army and Beastman army. Once 

they were a kilometer away from the array, the Dark Night Phoenix, who had been hiding his head in his 

wings, raised his head once again. 

The Extraordinary aura of a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast burst out and formed gales that whistled past, 

pressuring the fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses, as well as everyone else. 

As for those Magic Beasts, their power was instead strengthened and they fiercely charged with red-

eyes, instantly counterattacking. 

The fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses’ expressions suddenly changed. 

Morgan yelled in shock, “Damn, how could that Dark Night Phoenix be so powerful. Its aura alone can 

suppress all of us, he actually suppressed the strength of a dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses and several 

hundred Archmages and Sword Saints!” 

Chapter 1129 Tidal Wave 

Everyone had thought that the Dark Night Phoenix’s pressure had previously been so formidable 

because of the low number of opponents, but after cooperating with the Beastmen, their overall 

strength was at least three times stronger than during their previous attack! 

Yet, the Extraordinary Power released by the Dark Night Phoenix could still suppress them and all 

Heaven Rank powerhouses by 20% and 40% for all Archmages! 

As for the Beastmen, the eight Heaven Rank powerhouses all had unsightly expressions. Seven of them 

looked at Gallsworth as Gold Beastmen had the greatest understanding of the Raging Flame Battlefield. 

Before entering the Raging Flame Battlefield, they knew that there was a 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night 

Phoenix here. Back then, the Heaven Rank Beastmen relied on the array to resist the Dark Night 

Phoenix. 

At that time, the few Heaven Rank powerhouses’ strength had been reduced by 10% by the Dark Night 

Phoenix’s aura and the guardians of the array barely managed to stop it. 

But now, the Dark Night Phoenix’s Extraordinary Power’s pressure was spread over so many people, yet 

it could still weaken them by 20%! 

This meant that if a Heaven Rank powerhouse fought on their own, their power would be suppressed by 

at least 50%! 



A 1st Rank Heaven powerhouse wouldn’t last more than a minute with half of their strength. 

Gallsworth’s expression was unsightly. 

This 2nd Rank Dark Night Phoenix’s wisdom was higher than before, and it was also stronger. It was at 

least twice as powerful as the last time the Raging Flame Beastmen entered the Raging Flame 

Battlefield. 

‘If it attacked alongside the magic beasts, we might not be its opponent. We have to deal with these 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and those few 1st Rank Heaven Beasts first...’ 

“Let’s retreat first, this Dark Night Phoenix’s aura is at least twice as powerful as the last time we 

encountered it. Let’s get rid of these stupid magic beasts first, we will get rid of the Dark Night Phoenix 

when it is the last one left!” 

Gallsworth’s solemn words made everyone take a deep breath. The few Heaven Mages all had shocked 

expressions, and Lin Yun couldn’t help frowning. 

‘Twice...’ 

It didn’t sound like much, but it was based on the original strength of this Dark Night Phoenix. Two times 

a hundred wasn’t much, but two times a million or a trillion, the difference would rapidly reach the 

point where it would make people despair. 

No one refuted Gallsworth’s words, they all started withdrawing while fighting. After moving two 

kilometers away, the Dark Night Phoenix’s pressure became negligible. A dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts also died during the retreat. 

Suddenly, the unmoving Dark Night Phoenix raised its head and slowly stretched its wings. A burning hot 

aura slowly filled the air and everyone felt as if flames were slowly ignited, that was a kind of heat 

evolving from the heart. 

“Hurry up and get rid of these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and those Heaven Beasts! That Dark 

Night Phoenix is about to join the fight!” 

Dedale was most sensitive to fire aura and suddenly let out an urgent shout. 

Berserk flames spurted out. Dedale controlled the three flame spheres and released his strongest 

flames. The three kinds of flames formed a storm that ruthlessly charged into those few magic beasts 

emitting ice aura. 

In an instant, the fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses all released their most powerful attacks. 

On the Beastmen side, a faint golden Aura transformed into a large Aura Slash, blood-colored light 

transformed into Aura Needles covering the sky, Abyssal power transformed into black smoke 

condensing demonic heads. 

On the human side, spells of the fire, ice, wind, earth, light, and darkness elements all mixed together to 

form a berserk flood of destruction falling towards the remaining twenty Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts. 



The flood of destruction kept flowing down. They stopped the hit and run tactic to burst with their 

strongest abilities. 

The remaining Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were submerged by the flood of destruction. They lost 

the support of the Dark Night Phoenix and ten of them were rapidly killed. 

The few Heaven Beasts left were besieged by a dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses, and the Heaven Rank 

who had been enraged only used a few seconds to turn these few Heaven Beasts into corpses. 

In the array, the Dark Night Phoenix had unfolded its wings, but it hadn’t left the array. It knew that as 

long as it left the array, trying to get it back wouldn’t be easy. 

As its subordinates were all getting eliminated, the Dark Night Phoenix fully unfolded its wings in anger, 

before fiercely flapping them. 

Dark blue flames were raging on its wings and mixed with the gales to transform into a kilometer-wide 

dark blue tidal wave that whistled towards the human side. 

The flames and gales burst into a power that could compare to a large scale Extraordinary Spell. 

The Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ corpses spread on the ground like small mountains were like 

dead leaves blown away by the gales and flames. 

Several ten-meter-tall huge corpses flew one after another, ignited by the flames. As the gales whistled 

past, these corpses seemed to have been cleansed and turned into a pile of fragments. 

These ignited fragments transformed into piles of ashes, but the flames within the gales became even 

more berserk. 

The several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ corpses turning to ashes made the onlookers 

tongue-tied. 

That terrifying power was like a true elemental tidal wave, it was close to three-hundred-meter-tall and 

several-kilometer-wide. It simply couldn’t be dodged. 

That was a true disaster. It didn’t matter that it was only a few hundred meters in height, it would be the 

same if it was two-kilometer-tall, dodging above it was useless. 

The elemental tidal wave’s attack would devour all elements and assimilate tem. All assimilated 

elemental power would become even more berserk. 

Especially the area impacted by the tidal wave, an elemental collapse would be formed which would 

tear everything apart. Flight-type spells would be useless there. 

Blocking it was their only option if they wanted to survive. 

That was a true disaster that all lifeforms in all planes were afraid of. The Endless Sea became Noscent’s 

most dangerous region because elemental tidal waves were very common there. 

If one was unlucky, they would meet one within a few days. 

And the scene before their eyes was no different from a true elemental tidal wave. 



The six Heaven powerhouses of the human side immediately landed on the ground and kept casting in 

order to defend themselves. 

Dedale led the mages of the Burning Tower to cast shields that formed a huge flaming barrier. 

Raphael led Sky City’s mages to use their floating fortress to form a dozen-meter-big small array. 

As for Lin Yun, he frowned and stood in the center of the mage army. The mage army started using their 

Joint Chant Array’s defensive barrier. And following the mage army’s chant, Lin Yun kept spitting out 

Law Runes into the flames. 

The flames transformed into helixes forming a huge spiral maze within several-dozen-meters. Anyone 

wanting to reach the center of the maze had to follow helix after helix and might need to cross several 

kilometers to reach the center. 

Lin Yun was leading within the center of the helixes and calmly waited for that blazing tidal wave to 

appear. 

On another side, the Beastmen were gathered together, their greatswords stabbed into the ground and 

their dazzling Aura shining. The Auras of the various tribes converged together and formed a huge Aura 

Hemisphere that enveloped everyone. 

After four seconds, the tidal wave of dark blue flames and gales whistled past. 

The magic beasts’ corpses, rocks, fragments, everything that was drawn in disappeared silently. This 

berserk power engulfed them, but no sound could be heard, no sound could spread. It was because the 

air had already been emptied and the mana devoured. 

Silently, the Dark Night Phoenix’s tidal wave clashed with everyone’s defenses. 

The Burning Tower’s flaming shield was rapidly infected. The crimson flames slowly turned dark blue, 

and once that huge defensive shield was thoroughly assimilated, it would no longer be under the control 

of the Burning Tower’s mages. 

Dedale summoned an elemental vortex which frantically spurted elemental flames to replenish the huge 

shield’s flames. If their defensive shield was assimilated before the tidal wave passed, they would all be 

burnt to death. 

Sky City’s array blossomed with a glaring radiance, it was like a steep slope stuck in the ground leading 

the gales and flames into the sky. Their array’s power had been roused to their peak. They even 

borrowed the power of their floating fortresses. It took less than three seconds for the mana source of 

one of the fortresses to be scrapped because of overload. 

On the Henry Family side, Morgan summoned a darkness gate and led the tidal wave’s flames and gales’ 

power into the world of darkness. Roars could be heard coming from the darkness gate, and the 

entrance was also covered in cracks, as if it would collapse at any time. 

Morgan kept taking out mana scrolls and potions before throwing them out one by one to reduce the 

pressure on the darkness gate. 



Not far, Jouyi, with his Starry Sky Barrier, and Harren, with his Darkness Space, had a very hard time 

resisting, their defenses seemed on the verge of collapse. 

Chapter 1130 Give Up? 

The Heaven Rank powerhouses stood at the forefront and resisted most of the power, but the Odin 

Royal Family and the Andlusa Royal Family in the rear had a hard time resisting. They took out Magic 

Tool after Magic Tool, which ended up turning into scrap metal within a second or two, but they were 

buying precious time for them. 

The Beastmen weren’t much better. The eight Heaven Rank powerhouses’ Aura had already condensed 

into a crystal wall blocking in front of them, but the crystal wall was covered in faint cracks and showed 

signs of being on the verge of exploding. 

The crystal wall wasn’t just supported by these eight Heaven Rank Beastmen, the other Beastmen were 

also pouring their power into it. It would have shattered on the first wave with just the Heaven Rank 

Beastmen. 

With the protection of Extraordinary Power, these Heaven Rank Beastmen wouldn’t die, but that didn’t 

put them at ease. 

Everyone was in danger, only Lin Yun’s side was a bit better. The constructed spiralling passages kept 

collapsing, but those flames and gales would lose some power as they followed the helix passages up. 

They would take less than two seconds to reach the center of the helix passages, and there, Syudos 

controlled the Book of Mantras and opened an entrance leading to the Book of Mantras’ world, drawing 

all the flames and gales into that world.. 

These ordinary Dark Night Phoenix Flames burning on the surface of the Dark Night Phoenix weren’t 

very effective on Syudos, their only redeeming quality was the huge amount of flames. 

As for Syudos, he had already grasped the true Dark Night Phoenix Fire, that was the flame breath of the 

Phoenix and the most terrifying fire attack the Phoenix could release. 

That flood of dark blue flames was like a replenishing source of fire to Syudos. 

Lin Yun and the mage army only needed to keep those helix passages up to weaken the flames and 

berserk power so they could be frantically devoured. 

After a dozen seconds, the brunt of the elemental tidal wave’s power impacted their location. 

It instantly shattered their defenses. 

More than 90% of the Burning Tower’s shield had turned dark blue and it scattered after they lost 

control. Several dozen mages instantly turned as pale as corpses, the greater half suffered magical 

backlash and spurted mouthfuls of blood. 

On the Sky City’s side, the four fortresses that had never touched the ground crashed with black 

smoke... 



The Henry Family’s darkness gate loudly collapsed, and over a hundred advanced magic scrolls and 

potions were left in tatters. 

Jouyi’s Starry Sky Barrier was full of holes and mana kept passing through these holes. Soon, a large 

amount of starlight was scattered and Jouyi’s barrier disappeared. 

Harren’s Darkness Space also fell apart and more than half of the Law Runes he had formed after 

reaching the Heaven Rank had collapsed. Condensing them again would need at least a dozen days. 

The Beastmen weren’t much better, the Aura covering the bodies of the eight Heaven Rank Beastmen 

dimmed, it was like their Battle Aura Armors had suffered countless years of decay. 

Many of the Beastmen that had eaten berserk medicine were now roughly panting, unable to straighten 

their backs. 

As for Lin Yun’s side, Lin Yun was frowning. It didn’t seem like his mana consumption was great, but the 

mage army all drank potions to restore their mana. 

One attack. It was only an attack with Extraordinary Power, yet a dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses and 

several hundred Archmages and Sword Saints could barely resist. 

In the array, the Dark Night Phoenix unfolded its wings and raised its head, its eyes filled with icy ridicule 

and disdain. 

“We can’t let it cast more Extraordinary Spells! At this rate, even if we can snatch back the array, most 

of our subordinates would have died!” 

Lin Yun frowned and took the lead to rapidly fly in the direction of the array. 

The others gritted their teeth and charged towards the array one after another. 

Now, they were at least two kilometers away from the array, this was too far. Even 1st Rank Heaven 

Mages’ spells would be weakened and would only be able to display half of their power. Aside from 

large-scale targeted spells, casting at such a distance was impossible. 

The group of Heaven Rank powerhouses charged into the array. Gallsworth was the fastest, his body 

transformed into a faint golden light and he suddenly slashed when he was within four hundred meters 

of the Dark Night Phoenix. 

His berserk Aura condensed at the end of his sword. It seemed to spread over a hundred meters as it 

ruthlessly fell towards the Dark Night Phoenix’s head. 

The surrounding air was continuously being pressured and the space seemed to shake. 

The Dark Night Phoenix looked at this attack with disdain and arrogance, it flickered its right wing and 

dark blue flames suddenly condensed, transforming into a layer of scales that attached to the Dark Night 

Phoenix’s right wing. 

The wing and the sword clashed, resulting in a thunderclap that echoed in everyone’s ears. 

The hundred-meter-long sword shattered into fragments, which collapsed back into Aura. And that Aura 

was forcibly scattered by the wing’s flap. 



Berserk power swept the Aura and flew towards Gallsworth. 

A shadow flashed as Gallsworth disappeared, flung into the distance. He couldn’t be seen, who knew 

how far he had been sent flying. 

The spellstorm created by the several hundred Archmages fell onto the Dark Night Phoenix’s wings. It 

was like a drop falling onto a stone table. The spells exploded one after another, but they didn’t leave a 

single mark on the dark blue flame scales. 

The Blood Bone Heaven Rank Beastman released his Blood Bone Aura and it was like a dozen-meter-

long bloody bony outgrowth impacted the Dark Night Phoenix’s wing, slightly halting the flap of the Dark 

Night Phoenix’ wing. 

But that huge bloody bony outgrowth exploded into fragments. 

The Black Iron Beastman released a sphere of black Abyssal Fire distorting the air and space. The 

several-dozen-meter huge fireball could absolutely compare to a 9th Tier Extraordinary Spell. 

But the Dark Night Phoenix opened its mouth and devoured it in one mouthful as if it was a snack. After 

devouring it, the Dark Night Phoenix opened its mouth to spit out black smoke. Its expression seemed to 

show its distaste for the snack. 

The remaining Heaven Rank Beastmen wanted to fight in close range, but they were sent flying by a flap 

of its wing. 

As for the humans, Dedale’s flames were nothing more than snacks to the Dark Night Phoenix while 

Raphael’s endless gales were nothing more than a breeze. 

Jouyi’s Starry Sky Mirage couldn’t even envelop the Dark Night Phoenix and Harren’s Curtain of Darkness 

was also worthless, they could only keep casting. 

Lin Yun kept releasing Four Element Bombs, but it was no different from a child throwing firecrackers at 

a steel wall, it had no effect. 

Everyone kept attacking for half a minute, but the Dark Night Phoenix didn’t even use a defensive spell. 

It only relied on its powerful body to resist their abilities. 

Suddenly, the Dark Night Phoenix raised its head and let out a sharp cry. A visible soundwave could be 

seen spreading from its mouth. The space fiercely shook as the soundwave spread and made everyone 

spit out blood. 

Whether it was the Heaven Rank powerhouses or the Archmages, their defensive spells were broken like 

paper one after another. 

“Thump, thump, thump...” 

The Odin Royal Family and the Andlusa Royal Family had no Heaven Rank powerhouses, they were 

unable to resist the shockwave. 

The shields of five mages were shattered and their bodies were shaken into pieces by the sound waves. 



A few of the Beastmen sent flying had yet to return and their powerhouses were shaken to death one 

after another. Their Aura was rapidly consumed, and without their Aura defenses, they fell to the 

soundwaves, just like sand castles breaking down with a light touch. 

With that sharp cry, the Dark Night Phoenix folded its wings and glanced at everyone with ridicule and 

disdain, as if it was looking at a group of ants. 

The dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses glanced at each other with helplessness and despair. 

This wasn’t something they could fight against. 

“Forget it, we can’t resist against that Dark Night Phoenix, it doesn’t have the strength of a beast that 

has just advanced to the 2nd Rank, it might not be far from the 3rd Rank. 

“We aren’t its match. If not for the fact that it was unwilling to leave the array, we might have already 

died. Let’s give up...” 

The Odin Royal Family members were covered in blood, and blood was flowing from their seven orifices. 

They were afraid and in despair. 

“That thing is too powerful. After all, a Dark Night Phoenix has a bit of a Phoenix’s bloodline, my 

Darkness Elemental God has already been half burnt and recovered six times. It has reached its limits. 

It’ll be completely destroyed if this continues.” Morgan wiped the blood out of his face as he suggested 

giving up in frustration. 

The group of mages remained silent, but not one wanted to keep fighting. The gap in power was too 

great. 

On the side, the eight Heaven Rank Beasts also remained silent. After a while, Gallsworth sighed, “I 

miscalculated, I hadn’t expected this Dark Night Phoenix to be that powerful. We simply can’t take the 

array from it. It hasn’t killed us because it is unwilling to chase us. 

“We can only give up.” 

Lin Yun frowned as he looked at that Dark Night Phoenix, before suddenly saying, “Let’s try again, you 

guys pin it down while I get closer.” 

Everyone suddenly became silent and looked at Lin Yun in shock. 

The Heaven Rank Blood Bone Beastman’s expression darkened and a mocking smile appeared on his 

face. 

“Stupid guy, don’t tell me you think that you can resist this 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix? 

“Its strength is already at the peak of the 2nd Rank, it isn’t something a 1st Rank Heaven powerhouse 

can stand against. It would only be possible if we had a few dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

“Don’t think that you can withstand a Dark Night Phoenix because you were able to resist against us for 

a minute. Only a few seconds are needed for you to be torn apart.” 



Gallsworth also frowned and shook his head, “Human, we don’t know what you are thinking, but this 

2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix isn’t something we can handle. Expelling it is impossible, let alone 

killing it. 

“If we take the risk and it ends up thoroughly infuriated, at least half of us would fall...” 

 


